
Background

The management of sales is a strategic instrument of management in 

every insurance company. It comprises the planning of success in sales 

according to client, product, region and broker structure, as well as the 

provision of sales planning and the monitoring and analysis of 

deviations. A variety of information is needed in order to represent all 

the facets of claims statistics, production and portfolio development.

Following its merger with Aspecta, HDI-Gerling was faced with the 

specific challenge of having to ensure the comparability of the sales 

figures of both companies. In detailed terms this involved amalgamating 

the separate databases, establishing a unified valuation system accord-

ing to the valued total premiums, harmonizing diverse reporting 

systems, and amalgamating the sales management and controlling 

requirements of the respective companies.

All information important to sales was to be made available at the touch 

of a button, something that requires a clear and user-friendly design. 

Depending on the user-area, a more or less privileged cockpit was to be 

provided as the central point of access.

One of the leading business performance management solutions, Hyper-

ion Interactive Reporting was installed on the basis of an Oracle data 

warehouse. Hyperion delivers freely configurable Java-Script based 

dashboards, which enable a user-friendly navigation to the reports and 

graphics. All information is published on an intranet and made available 

in a user-specific way subject to a detailed authorization concept.

In the final development stage, over 20 different reports were made 

available to a circle of more than 100 recipient groups. The data and 

reports are updated on a daily basis.

Client Profile

Industry: Insurance companies

Under the HDI-Gerling trademark operate a property insurance and a life 

insurance group, which are characterized by financial strength, innova-

tive products and outstanding market positioning.

HDI-Gerling belongs to one of the three largest commercial insurers in 

Germany, and comes in tenth place in life insurance. Both groups are 

also active internationally – the life insurance group in Europe and the 

property insurance group worldwide.

The HDI-Gerling insurance firms belong to the Talanx company, which, as 

Germany's third-largest insurance group, is active in the areas of 

indemnity/accident and personal-direct insurance, indemnity and 

personal reinsurance as well as in financial services. 

BI Requirements

• The aim of the project is the realisation of a consolidated sales 

management system for life insurance on the basis of the 

amalgamation of the systems from HDI-Gerling and Aspecta.

• The use of a unified data warehouse (DWH) with a unified 

valuation system (BWS), realised in a unified sales information 

system. (VMIS).

• The reporting requirements from the controlling and sales 

management of both company parts are met on the basis of 

unified technology.

• The basis of the reporting system is a new shared sales 

structure.

• Consistency of the compiled reports: the various reports from 

the areas such as claims, production, portfolio, etc must have 

a unified and centrally-maintained structure (common code).

• The database will be integrated in a data warehouse for the 

safeguarding of matching data. The various data from portfolio 

systems must be tied to the existing DWH

• The users will be guided through the reports and to the critical 

data with the aid of a dashboard surface.

Our Activities

• Business Analysis

• Conceptual design of new applications

• Coordination of requirements between operating and data 

supply department

• Development of dashboard-user interface and reports

• Customizing (JavaScript) and Re-Design of object model 

• Automation and Tuning

Technical Solution

• DBMS: Oracle (Data Warehouse)

• ETL: IBM Datastage

• Reporting: Oracle Hyperion Interactive Reporting

• Customizing: JavaScript
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Reference Client:

Andreas Miehle

Head of QAE BI Competence Centre

HDI-Gerling Leben Betriebsservice GmbH

“Mr Kurre (DB Analytics Limited) has worked for us since January 

2008, initially on site, and as an external associate as of October 

2008. His comprehensive knowledge in the area of Oracle Hyperion 

is of great importance to us. His work is characterized by great 

reliability and outstanding quality.”


